
 

                                                                         

 

The University of North Texas Libraries are recognized as national leaders in digitization and for their 
research in the areas of digital preservation, web archiving, and information seeking behavior.  The 
Digital Projects Unit  at the University of North Texas Libraries is the Texas institution selected by Library 
of Congress and National Endowment for the Humanities for the National Digital Newspaper Program, 
"Chronicling America", a 20 year program to digitize and provide access to historic newspapers, and is 
also the technology partner for Oklahoma newspapers with the Oklahoma Historical Society; we are 
research partners with Library of Congress on their digital preservation research for the National Digital 
Information Infrastructure Preservation Program (NDIIPP), a partnership UNT holds with the California 
Digital Library and New York University;  we recently completed a research project with the Institute of 
Museum & Library Services (IMLS) for "IOGene: Interface Optimization for Genealogists." In 2009, IMLS 
funded a new research project, “Classification of the End-of-Term Archive: Extending Collection 
Development Practices to Web Archives.” Due to our role in creating the CyberCemetery, and other vital 
government-related digital collections, the UNT Libraries exist as one of only ten Affiliated Archives of 
the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), and is one of only three universities in the 
U.S. to hold that distinction, along with the U.S. Naval Academy and West Point.  
 
The UNT Libraries host two digital libraries, the Portal to Texas History and the UNT Digital Library. In 
2002, the Portal to Texas History began with a mission to provide three services: to provide a digital 
gateway to the rich collections held in Texas libraries, museums, archives, historical societies, and 
private collections; to build tools to enable  collaborative institutions to share their collections online; 
and to create learning materials and resources for students and educators.  The online materials are 
freely available to the public, and encompass books, photographs, artifacts, posters, artwork, maps, 
newspapers, letters, manuscripts, and other historic materials from over one hundred collaborative 
partners.  In 2010, current content includes over 1.2 million pages of materials.  Every month, over 
35,000 unique visitors conduct research at the Portal to Texas History.  Visitors come from all fifty states 
and over a hundred different countries. Ongoing grant initiatives continue to increase access to 
important new materials. The Portal Services for Educators section of the Portal provides a variety of 
materials for teachers to use, including Primary Source Adventures, My Texas History Notebook, Texas 
History Trading Cards, links to other Texas history sources, and a guide to Portal Resources for teachers 
of American history.   
 
The UNT Libraries Digital Collections include a rich variety of digital content from the Music Library, the 
Rare Book and Texana Collections, and the Government Documents department, and the General 
Collections.  Digital collections number 2,253,031 pages of digital content and include UNT’s Electronic 
Theses and Dissertations, the CyberCemetery, the Congressional Research Service Reports Archive, the 
Texas Register Archive, Federal Newsmaps Collection, the Federal Communications Commission Record, 
the Willis Conover Collection, the Virtual Rare Book Room, the Jean-Baptiste Lully Collection, the 
Miniature Book Collection, and the WWI and WWII Poster Collections.  
 
The UNT Libraries receive grant funding from a variety of sources, but the UNT Libraries provide the 
majority of support for the program.  The UNT Libraries see the development of digital collections as a 
core function of its services and outreach for the twenty-first century.  In 2003, the Libraries created the 
Digital Projects Unit (DPU) to support this program, as well as other digital initiatives in the Libraries.  
The DPU staff includes fourteen full-time staff members, along with 15 to 20 part-time graduate and 
undergraduate student employees.   


